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Dnd 5e peasant class

You come from the lower classes, longing for greatness in the most humble origins. You and your family own little or nothing, probably landless farmers, workers, farmland or slaves. Through selection or opportunity, you are broken away from your low roots. Still, if you haven't forgotten where you came from, and if
anything, your simple background will give you a little edge while advention in harsh environments. Content [Show] Skill Editing allows you to gain intermediate skills for nature, low proficiency in animal handling and survival. Tool proficiency editing you can get intermediate proficiency as a single craftsman tool of your
choice as well as a vehicle (land). Equipment editing you start a game that has simple clothes, tools from previous trades, small souvenirs of the family, probably not very valuable, but has great sentimental value to you. Also scrape together a small pouch and 10 pieces of gold. Features: Earth's salt-edited farmers class
their own watchful, usually because no one will. While other people at the high station can look down on you because of their low birthrate, you know you for one of your colleagues. Wherever you go, as long as you have room and means, you'll receive a low-class hospitality that does almost nothing to eat and stay with
an hour or two of light work before bedtime. Of course, this is just the case with short stays - staying longer is expected to work or pay for food. In addition, others in the same class are more likely to open with information that can be withheld from people of higher classes. Once, per scene or encounter you can get an
advantage in one roll for all social skills to form an informed or rumored locals. The common people include farmers, farmers, slaves, servants, pilgrims, merchants, artisans, and silver gates. Club: Melee Weapon Attack: +2 Hits, Reaches 5 Feet, One Target. Hit: 2 (1d4) Hazy Damage. Languages and all single
languages (generally common) commonclass scrupulously to establish more identity than literally bad on everything. Game Information Sorting: Hit Die Start Gold Class Skills: Commonpeople's Class Skills (Core Skills for Each Skill) Climbing (Str), Craft (Int), Fishing (Weiss), Handle Animals (Tea), Jump (Strings),
Knowledge (Geography) (Int), Knowledge (Local) Int), Listening (Wis), Class (Weiss), Ride (Dex), Scavenger (Scab), Scavenger (Swim) Skill Points in Step 1: (2+ INT mode) x 4 technical points at each additional level: 2 + INT mode table : General class features weapons and armor abilities that are generalized and are
proficient in one simple weapon and shotgun. He is not proficient in other weapons, nor is he proficient in any kind of armor or shield. Like illiterate (yes) savages, You don't automatically know how to read and write. The common people can use two skill points to gain the ability to read and write in any language they can
speak. Commons who get a level in another class automatically gains literacy. Other characters who gain the common-melevel will never lose the literacy they already have. Malnutrition (Ex) is not used to eat frequently or well, the commoner can last twice as long without having to eat and can get a +4 bonus on fortitude
storage made while eating spoiled or rotten foods. If a pathetic display (Su) public fails to perform, save, or skill check, his teammates will receive a +1 scam bonus for attack rolls, dege-rolls, save throws, and skill checks. In addition, technical checks can be severely unsuccessful. If he fails critically, this bonus will
double. In order to be affected, his allies must be able to see him fail. This effect lasts for 3 rounds after a failure. The average person can use this ability several times a day. This bonus is increased from level 5 to +2, followed by +1 per level 5 (+3 is level 10, level 15 +4, level 20 +5). The roughneck (Ex) commonman's
working-class skin has been exposed to the elements for too long and has received a +2 Natural Armor bonus for AC. This natural armor will then increase by +1 for every level 3 (+3 on the 4th floor, +4 at level 7, +5 at level 10, +6 at level 13, +7 at level 16, +8 at level 19). Starting from the second floor of the Pack Mule
(Ex), the commoner is considered one size larger quad rupedal for the purpose of determining their carrying ability. At level 7 he is considered to be a two-size category, and at 14 level he is considered a larger 3 size category. His effective size cannot be huge. At the second level of superstitious beliefs (e.g., the average
can try untrained knowledge tests. Due to his superstitious beliefs and the rumors he hears, every check he makes in that way is a 50% chance that the information he remembers would be completely inaccurate. The average (e.g.) of level 3 is more average. At least he thinks so, but in reality he doesn't understand how
the average works. His basic ability score moves up to 11 (applied before racial modifier and point purchase allocation). He loses the benefit of this class feature if he ever gets more levels in other classes than the commonpeople. At level 4, alms (yes) for the poor can increase the ability score of +1. You can't use this
class feature to raise abilities that exceed 20. In the 8th, 12th, 16th and 20th levels, you can increase your ability score. Unless you have more than 20, the increased ability score does not have to be different each time. Bonuses are earned from the ability stack, which is obtained regularly for each 4 levels per character.
No one (yes) at 4 levels, you may think that the commoner would be better But he's not. During a crowd of creatures of the same type, he gets a +20 situation bonus on the check he created to mix with the crowd. On the 5th floor of Copycat, the public can copy one class feature from another base class. Their common
ground level replaces effective class levels for functionality (i.e., ki pool copied from ninjas uses the level of commonpeople to determine how many points the pool has). Copied features must be obtained at the same or lower level than the normal level. The public must have access to the relevant prerequisite scan
capabilities that the copied ability can use. At level 10, the public can copy one more class feature from the same class. The public can change the class selected by the two features. At level 15, the commoner can copy one class feature from the same class. The public can change the class selected by the three
features. At scrooge (Sp) at 5 levels, the commoner can scrape the meal together from almost anything. They get the same ability to cast casting making food and drinks once a day. This effect is cast at the same caster level as the common level. The food you make this way is incredibly monotonous and disappointing.
In addition, they get skill focus (survival) as a bonus feat. This penalty is the same as the charismatic bonus of the commonpeople. You can also wake up to the meal next to him as he sleeps outside. The animal assumes that he cannot defend himself and therefore tries to provide food if possible. Mercy is an obsessive
spirit that affects effectiveness. When the AC bonus (e.g. is ingloveand unhindered, the commoner adds his lucky bonus (if any) to his AC. This bonus for AC also applies to touch attacks or even if the commoner has a flat foot. He loses these bonuses when he is immobile or helpless, when wearing armor, holding a
shield, or carrying medium or heavy load. The commonpeople of level 8 of the mascot (Ex) are generally considered more of a mascot than an equivalent by a colleague. In any case, his allies tend to be very attached to him, and if he loses consciousness or dies in battle, allies can vent their anger with immediate action
(as if they were barbarians equal to their level). Mascots are mindful of the effects of fraud. Hide in normal field of view (for example) While you are in all sorts of terrain, you can use the Hide technique while the average is observed at level 9 or higher. At the pathetic attitude (Su) 10 level, a creature with a CR greater
than the commonman must succeed in saving (DC 10 + 1/2 commonplace + charismatic bonus) that will attack him at all, because he is too pathetic. Creatures that succeed tossing salvation are free to attack the common people. Evil creatures and aristocrats receive +4. In their storage. Pathetic attitude is an obsessive
spirit that affects. At the 11th level of garbage disposal (e.g., the commonpeople no longer suffer the painful effects of consumption. This gives him immunity to both ingestion and inhalation poisons. Although he can eat anything that doesn't necessarily mean giving him a living. Get down! As an immediate measure, level
12 flatmen can knock out allies and take anything that would have attacked. For this ability, an attack is defined by an attack action or a single target spell effect that relies on an attack roll. For example, level 12 flatpeople can take Melf's Acid Arrows for his allies, but not magic missiles or lightning bolts. The
commonpeople must be adjacent to the allies in question, and tend to in their own squares and must knock their allies. If possible, move between allies and attackers (with allies adjacent to them), or move to the allies' squares. These interventions must be declared before the outcome of the attack is determined, and
they are automatically confronted by the common people. At the sympathy (Ex) 13 level, a creature with a CR larger than the commonman will not try to harm him unless he attacks, threatens, or offends them in any way. In combat situations, they will finally prioritize him. Compassion is an obsessive spirit that affects the
effect. At the endless hunger (Ex) 14 levels, the commonpeople no longer need to generate or eat waste. His body becomes almost perfectly efficient. He is always hungry, but never full. Allow me (Ex) as an immediate action, a 15-level flatist can knock allies who tend to take supernatural, order effects, or status effects
that otherwise affect. Covered alliances are no longer targeted for effect, even if they are in the region. This can only be used for single-target effects or effects that are not targeted to the general public. For example, a Level 15 flatman might take a Magic Missile for his allies, or even a lightning bolt might not be in that
line, but it might not be a fireball in both. The commonpeople must be adjacent to the allies in question, and tend to in their own squares and must knock their allies. If possible, he moves between the source of his allies and their effects (adjacent to them), but otherwise he moves to the allies. This intervention must be
declared before the result of the effect is determined, and the commonman may try to save about it as if he was the subject of the effect. At the pollution (Sp) 16 level of poverty, the roots of the common people begin to affect his enemies. The target hit by the Commonman's attack corresponds to the effect corresponding
to the target Greater Dispel Magic spell (at the caster level equal to the commonman's level). The public can choose what the target is in rapid action or decide at random as a free measure. This ability can only be used once a day, but only once. At the Roach (Ex) 17 level, if the commoner takes enough damage to put it
above 0 HP and below 0 HP, he will be reduced to 0 HP instead. The enigmatic (e.g.) commonheart is a mystery. At level 18, if a entity that is more intelligent than the commonpeople explores their minds or tries to communicate with telepathy, they must succeed in Will Save (the same DC as the effect used to explore
his mind) or take 2d4 points of intelligence damage. If the creature succeeds in making his save, he freely explores the minds of the commonpeople, but later becomes bewildered and confused (as the order confusion) for one day per point difference in intelligence scores. At the 19th level, the simple touch of the
commonman drags his enemies into poverty. Carrying all ordinary property (coins, treasure items, gems, etc.) crumbling into the target dust (no storage), their bank accounts and similar stockpiles of wealth are a drain of mystical funds (as at the command of Will Nagate, Mordencainen). Zhejiang DC increases by 1 per
day that the commoner has not eaten, increasing the maximum value of the charisma bonus. Creatures with less wealth than the commonpeople can receive a +2 bonus for a save per 1000gp difference, and can save to avoid the collapse of the transported property. Creatures with more possession than the
commonpeople receive a -4 penalty on saves. When the promotion (e.g. reaches the commoner of 20 levels), he immediately gestalts into another class of his choice. Classes don't have to be the same as he copied, but you can choose to change the class functionality he imitates. If you decide not to change it, you can
increase the limited use of class features to 1, increase the number of offensive rolls to 1, save a DC for class functionality to 1, or save 1 order per day for each order level. While the transformed country Bumpkin Commonclass encompasses the entire peasants, it does focus more on urban residential commoners.



National folk variants move the focus back on people who come from more rural environments. Level: 1st, 4th. Special Requirements: Handle the animal 1 rank. Alternative: Knowledge (local), no one class functional benefit: Knowledge (natural) class skills. At level 1, the commoner can use wild empathy as a druid at the
same level. On the 4th floor, the commoner gets selected animal companions from the following list, including cats, cows, dogs, and horseback riding. Horses (light or heavy), pigs (mugs or domesticated), ponies, rats or dugots. If the campaign is in an aquatic environment in whole or partially, the following creatures may
be added to manatee, which is an optional list of the general public. This animal is a loyal companion with the commonpeople on their adventures. This ability functions like the druid ability of the same name; Except that the effective druid level of the common people is three steps lower than the commonpeople level.
Commons can select from the alternate list of animal companions, such as: Like druids, the commoner can't choose any other animal if the choice reduces their effective druid level up and down the top. Alternative Animal Companion: Level 7 and Above (Level -6) Wild Boar Fire (Bison) Scary Weasel Over 10 Layers
(Level -9) Deinonychus (Dinosaur) Scary Boar Rhinoceros 13 Th or More (Level -12) Glyph (Dinosaur) MegaRaptor (Dinosaur Whale) (Orca) over 16 layers (level -15) Dire Elk Elephant Icthyosaur (Dinosaur) level 19 or higher (level -18) Dirhino megaterium triceratops (dinosaur) steps for perfection are often staged with
little presence but little ability. Their greatest strength is that they don't deserve the effort they're trying to deal with. But some people become famous for their ability to be more perfect against grains. Level: 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 16th, 18th, 20th. Replacement: Pathetic display, no one, mercy, hiding in plain
sight, pathetic attitude, sympathy, promotion benefits: the commonman taking a step to perfection is much less pathetic than his brother. In all levels of even levels, he can increase one base save to earn a perfect, one-step base attack bonus, one dice, or one skill point per level, instead of a poor one. The effect is
retroactive to the skill point; Skill scores can be obtained at the previous level. At 20 levels, the basic ability score of the general public increases to 20 (before applying to buy points, level increases, racial modifiers). He loses the benefit of this class feature if he ever gets more levels in other classes than the
commonpeople. Base saves can increase from poor &gt; good base attacks &gt; average (3/4) &gt; good (1). Hit dice can be increased from d4 &gt; d6 &gt; d8 &gt; d10 &gt; d12 &gt; d20 &gt; d100. Skill points per level can be increased from 2+INT &gt; 4+INT &gt; 6+INT &gt; 8+INT.   House Rules Endless Hunger: The
average person with this ability minimizes weight scores (you can't raise it without losing the benefits of this class feature). Gallery Add photos to this gallery gallery
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